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Open issues in the backplane PCS FSM.

• During draft 1.2.1 comments resolution, there was one filed for using 
rx_lpi_mode in the receive PCS state diagram, but instead the resolution 
was to remove rx_lpi_mode variable itself.

• We still believe that it is necessary to have that variable to avoid 
asserting “non /LI/” to the RS layer during transitioning in and out of 
Quiet. 

• The following set of slides discusses the open issues in the CL36, CL48 
and CL49 PCS state diagrams for EEE specific states.

– The proposed solution uses the variable rx_lpi_active. Renamed rx_lpi_mode to 
rx_lpi_active to be consistent with Base-T.

• The last couple of slides addresses some of the open items in the draft.



Cl49 receive state diagram (Fig 49-15)

“F” is needed to 
handle LI code words 
appearing during non 
IPG states.

rx_raw <= LI is needed 
in this state to avoid 
asserting non LI 
during transitioning in 
and out of quiet mode.

Used “rx_lpi_active” to 
be consistant with 
10GBASE-T state 
diagram. But without 
this

If the above two 
proposals are accepted, 
then this transition can 
be removed.



Clause 49: LPI Transmit state diagram (Fig 49-16)

TX_ACTIVE

tx_quiet <= false
scrmbl_reset <= false

TX_SLEEP

Start tx_ts_timer

T_TYPE(tx_raw) = LI

T_TYPE(tx_raw) = LI * 
!tx_ts_timer_done

TX_QUIET

Start tx_tq_timer
tx_quiet <= true

T_TYPE(tx_raw) = LI * 
tx_ts_timer_done

T_TYPE(tx_raw) = LI * 
!tx_tq_timer_done

TX_SCRAM_1

Start tx_tw_timer
tx_quiet <= false

!tx_tw_timer_done

T_TYPE(tx_raw) = LI * 
tx_tw_timer_done *
!fec_enable

TX_UNSCRAM

Start tx_us_timer
scrmbl_reset <= true

tx_tw_timer_done *
fec_enable

!tx_us_timer_done

TX_SCRAM_2
!tx_us_timer_done

tx_us_timer_done

Start tx_us_timer
scrmbl_reset <= false

A

A

T_TYPE(tx_raw) ≠ LI  + 
tx_tq_timer_done

C

T_TYPE(tx_raw) ≠ LI

B

BT_TYPE(tx_raw) = LI * 
tx_us_timer_done C

C
reset = true

T_TYPE(tx_raw) ≠ LI  * 
tx_tq_timer_done

C

T_TYPE(tx_raw) ≠ LI  * 
tx_tq_timer_done *
!fec_enable

Not much change from 
what I emailed while at 
Vancouver.



Clause 49: LPI Receive state diagram (Fig 49-17)

RX_ACTIVE

rx_lpi_active <= false
rx_lpi_fail <= false
block_lock <= rx_block_lock

RX_SLEEP

rx_lpi_active <= true

R_TYPE(rx_coded) = LI

R_TYPE(rx_coded) = LI 

energy_detect=FAIL

C
reset = true

RX_DEACT

Start rx_deact_timer
!rx_deact_timer_done

rx_deact_timer_done

RX_QUIET

Start rx_rq_timer
rx_quiet <= true

RX_WAKE

Start rx_rw_timer
rx_quiet <= false

B
energy_detect=TRUE

B

R_TYPE(rx_coded) = LI  
* rx_block_lock

A

energy_detect=FAIL *
rx_rq_timer_done

RX_LINK_FAIL

rx_lpi_fail <= true
block_lock <= false

C

rx_rw_timer_done

UCT

A

C
R_TYPE(rx_coded) ≠ LI

C
R_TYPE(rx_coded) ≠ LI 
* rx_block_lock

RX_WAKE_FAIL

Start rx_rwf_timer
rx_wake_fail_count ++

C

R_TYPE(rx_coded) ≠ LI 
* rx_block_lock

energy_detect=FAIL

D

rx_rwf_timer_done

D

R_TYPE(rx_coded) = LI  
* rx_block_lock

Several changes from 
what I emailed while at 
Vancouver.

Added rx_lpi_active

RX_DEACT was taken 
out in 1.3, but 
energy_detect can 
bounce. It was taken 
out when we were 
using signal_ok. But 
this state is needed 
since we started using 
energy_detect.



Cl49 BER monitor state diagram (Fig 49-13)

When in EEE mode, 
block_lock is latched in 
Cl49 Rx lpi fsm. During 
transitions in and out of 
Quiet mode, PCS gets 
some garbage data which 
will trigger hi_ber. When 
hi_ber is set, 10G-R link is 
dropped. To avoid this 
freeze the BER fsm during 
low power mode



CL48 receive state diagram (Fig 48-9)

Used “rx_lpi_active” to 
avoid asserting non LI 
during transitioning in 
and out of quiet mode.

No need for 
“RECEVIE_LPI” state



Cl48 Receive LPI state diagram (Fig 48-9b)

rx_lpi_active <= false
rx_lpi_fail <= false
align_status <= deskew_align_status

rx_lpi_active <= true

UCT

Added rx_lpi_active

No need for a fail timer



Cl36 Receive state 
diagram (Fig36-7a)

Without “rx_lpi_active”
transition from LPI_K 
to IDEL_D can happen 
during transitioning in 
and out of quiet mode.



Cl36 Receive LPI state diagram (Fig 36-9b)



Other open items in the draft.

• Clause: 46.3.2.4a Page:130 Draft 1.2.1: Fig 46-8a
– RXC needs to be high during IDLE
– This diagram should show RXC<3:0>, RXD<31:24>, RXD<23:16>, RXD<15:8>, 

RXD<7:0>.
– Line 9 is not correct. RXC<3:0>  is 0XF during IDLE and LPI

• Clause: 46.3.1.5a Page:128 Draft 1.2.1: Fig 46-7a
– TXC needs to be high during IDLE
– This diagram should show TXC<3:0>, TXD<31:24>, TXD<23:16>, TXD<15:8>, 

TXD<7:0>.
– Page 127, line 51 is not correct. TXC<3:0>  is 0XF during IDLE and LPI.



Other open items in the draft.

In all these three tables the 
description for TWR mentions about 
Auto-negotiation. But TWR is a fixed 
timer value from Draft 1.3 onwards. 



Annex 73A
• Annex 73A says EEE technology messages will follow the transmission 

of this page with at least two unformatted next pages that contain 
information defined in 45.2.7.13a which amounts to 144 bits sent when 
there are only 6 bits of information defined.

• The 6 bits of information can be transferred as part of the message page 
and thus only require 48 bits of transmission.

• Add table like in Annex 28C for clarity:

24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
NP ACK MP ACK2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Reserved for AN
NP ACK MP ACK2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Null Message
NP ACK MP ACK2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 OUI Tagged
NP ACK MP ACK2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 PHY ID Tage Code
NP ACK MP ACK2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 EEE Tech
NP ACK MP ACK2 T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Reserved for AN

M[10:0]

7.60.6:1

OUI[20:13]



Clause 49 - 49.2.13.2.2 Variables

• scrambler_reset_enable
A variable used to indicate to the transmit LPI state machine that 
the scrambler reset option is required.

• We need to add more text to set this variable, if the FEC is in operation. It is 
optional to the PHY to set it otherwise.



Clause 45 Registers for LPI bits

• LPI control and status bits are defined in Clause 45 PCS registers 3.0.x 
and 3.1.x for KX, KX4 and KR. 

• 1000BASE-KX PCS is based on 1000BASE-X PCS that uses Clause 22 
register space. Hence some of the other bits in the 3.0.x and 3.1.x 
registers are not valid for KX. 

• The above point needs to be clarified for these registers.
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